In this paper, we report a highly sensitive filter-less spectroscopy method using an avalanche photodiode (APD) by deep learning. Many different band pass filters or grating methods are commonly employed. Electron multiplying charge-coupled devices (CCD) are commonly used for high sensitivity sensing. However, conventional devices consisting of filters or gratings provide a relatively huge system size. In addition, the light intensity diminishes at the filters/gratings. Previously, experimental measurements using the proposed APD-based spectroscopy method exhibits the sensing capability to detect and divide dual wavelength light without band pass filters or grating for applying fluorescence and excitation lights detection. However, the proposed spectroscopy method has a problem in calculation with noises.
Introduction
Conventionally, fluorescent labels and an expensive fluorescent scanner are used for DNA analysis [1] . The fluorescent scanner requires a special light source with a band pass filter [2] . It is, in consequence, relatively bulky by the filters. On the other hand, the biochemistry field has need of a straightforward space-saving fluorescence detection system with filter-less [3, 4] . The filter-less systems are used characteristics of absorption coefficients() for sensing multi-wavelength fluorescence light.
Previously, we reported the APD-based filter-less spectroscopy method by complex calculation [5] . The principle of this APD-based highly sensitive spectroscopy method is used the varying multiplication ratio that is decided by incident light wavelength. The wavelength controls running distance of photo-excited carrier by absorption coefficients(), and this element decides multiplication ratio on fixed high electrical field. So we can easily notice the wavelength of single wavelength light. In this case, we use essential formula as follow,
MMIXV is a multiplication ratio at applying V voltage and the lighting several wavelengths (mixed light). MnV is a multiplication ratio at applying V voltage and a lighting wavelength is n[nm]. Xn is photocurrent ratio by the n wavelength light. We can establish formulas in each apply voltages as follows,
MMIXVn is multiplication ratio at applying Vn voltage and lighting several wavelengths (mixed light In this report, we divide dual wavelengths light that are blue and green lights for evaluating the accuracy. Our goal is classification at a noise level signal. Figure 1 shows the measurement system. These incident lights (blue and green lights) have different wavelengths. So an APD makes different multiplication ratio. Thus this method can separate two types of light by using multiplication ratios of APD without band pass filters/gratings. In this measurement circuit, we employ APD (S6045-6), voltage source, and Pico ampere current meter (4200scs). The multiplication ratios are increased from 30 V. The M data are clearly different at the ratio 1:1, 1:0.1. However, the M data are difficult to find different points at the ratio 1:0.01, 1:0.001, 1:0.0001 and 1:0. Figure 4 shows the dark current for apply voltage 6 times. Next chapter, we try light classifying by deep learning at the ratios are 1:0.01, 1:0.001, 1:0.0001 and 1:0.
Experimental details

Data for deep learning
We measured the 6 types of photocurrent ratio 960 times each. So the total number of measurement times of photocurrent-voltage characteristic is 5760. 211 data of photocurrent value from I-V result is able to be obtained, so the total amount of data is 5760 ×211. The data of deep learning has two types that are learning data and evaluation data. And learning data has two types that are practicing data and testing data. We set the dataset ratio that evaluating data ratio is 25% (1440), the practicing data ratio is 60% (3456) and testing data ratio is 15% (864). Figure 5 shows each percentage of the dataset for using deep learning. The following two types of data, the learning data, and the evaluation data, are required for analysis using deep learning. Fig. 5 . Percentage of the dataset for using deep learning.
Preprocess
In this deep learning, we use three types of preprocessing that are multiplication ratio (M) and the 1st derivative multiplication ratio ( ) and the 2nd derivative multiplication ratio ( 2 2 ). The photocurrent data has two types of information that are total incident light power and the wavelength. However, the total incident light power is not necessary for classifying.
So the photocurrent data are converted to multiplication ratio (M) with equation 5, the M data do not have the incident light power information, for highlighting the wavelength information. In addition, the M data is converted to the 1st derivative value ( ) and the 2nd derivative value ( 2 2 ) for highlight wavelength information. Figure 6 shows the 1st derivative multiplication ratiovoltage characteristics. nodes that are "Ratio(1:0)", "Ratio(1:1)", "Ratio(1:0.1)", "Ratio(1:0.01)", "Ratio(1:0.001)" and "Ratio(1:0.0001)". classified by first derivative preprocess of (d). The dropout process support first derivative process of (d) and second derivative process of (f) for classifying. The best total correct preprocess is (d) that type is first derivative process with dropout. 
Classification by multilayer perceptron
Classification result
Conclusion
The preprocess M can classify Ratio(1:1), Ratio(1:0.1), Ratio(1:0.01). The green signal value of Ratio(1:0.01) is almost the same with fluctuation noise. So we achieved our goal on this preprocess. It indicates this method can divide incident lights when there is a high noise. Moreover, the preprocess dM/dv can classify Ratio(1:0). It is indicated the dM/dv preprocess find the green light incident. The current Ratio(1:0) is almost the same Ratio(1:0.001) and Ratio(1:0.0001). The deep learning finds the characteristic by the derivative process. In this report, we can classify the noise level signal (Ratio(1:0.01)) with low multiplication ratio(M = 2 to 3). We expect more accuracy improvement with high multiplication ratio. It indicated that the deep learning method can improve filter less APD based spectroscope accuracy.
